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Abstract: Spatially distributed systems (SDSs) are usually infinite-dimensional spatio-temporal systems with unknown nonlinearities.

Therefore, to model such systems is difficult. In real applications, a low-dimensional model is required. In this paper, a time/space

separation based 3D fuzzy modeling approach is proposed for unknown nonlinear SDSs using input-output data measurement. The

main characteristics of this approach is that time/space separation and time/space reconstruction are fused into a novel 3D fuzzy

system. The modeling methodology includes two stages. The first stage is 3D fuzzy structure modeling which is based on Mamdani

fuzzy rules. The consequent sets of 3D fuzzy rules consist of spatial basis functions estimated by Karhunen-Love decomposition. The

antecedent sets of 3D fuzzy rules are used to construct temporal coefficients. Going through 3D fuzzy rule inference, each rule realizes

time/space synthesis. The second stage is parameter identification of 3D fuzzy system using particle swarm optimization algorithm.

After an operation of defuzzification, the output of the 3D fuzzy system can reconstruct the spatio-temporal dynamics of the system.

The model is suitable for the prediction and control design of the SDS since it is of low-dimension and simple nonlinear structure. The

simulation and experiment are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach.

Keywords: Spatially distributed system (SDS), system identification, 3D fuzzy system, Karhunen-Love decomposition, particle

swarm optimization (PSO).

1 Introduction

In the real world, many physical or industrial processes,

such as thermal process, fluid flow, convection-diffusion-

reaction process, and biological process, are spatio-temporal

systems, because their input, output, and state vary tempo-

rally and spatially[1]. The modeling and control of spatio-

temporal systems become feasible and practical due to re-

cent developments in sensors, actuators and computing

technology. Because of their complex nonlinear behavior

and infinite-dimensional spatio-temporal coupling, system

analysis, modeling, and control of such systems are very

difficult. Developing a model that describes the spatio-

temporal nature of the system is a key problem for pre-

diction, control design, and optimization.

Generally, modeling of spatially distributed systems

(SDSs) is classified into two classes: modeling of known

SDSs and modeling of unknown SDSs[2]. For the first class,

various partial differential equations (PDEs) are derived

from the first-principle modeling. Because of their infinite-

dimensional feature, PDE cannot be directly used for con-

trol design. In real applications, a lower-order model is

usually desirable, using model reduction methods, such as
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finite element method, finite-difference method, Galerkin

method, approximated inertial manifold method[1], etc. For

the second class, two situations will be considered. One

is that PDE structure is known with only some parame-

ters unknown, where parameter estimation is required. The

other is that the structure and parameter of PDE are com-

pletely unknown, where black-box identification has to be

used. In this study, we will concentrate on the spatio-

temporal modeling problem for completely unknown non-

linear SDS.

Black-box modeling approaches for completely unknown

nonlinear SDS were developed in the past two decades.

They can be divided into three categories. The first one

is the time/space discretization of a PDE using finite dif-

ference. The discretized SDS is called lattice dynamical

system, and has been studied in [3, 4]. Because of the re-

quirement of a lots of spatial discretization points, the ob-

tained model may be of high-dimension. The second one

is to model an SDS using Greens function, which is stud-

ied in [5, 6]. This method can only approximate a linear

SDS or a nonlinear SDS at the given working condition.

The third one is the time/space separation of an SDS using

spatial basis function. This method will lead to unknown

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by truncation. Via

selecting proper spatial basis function, the ODE can be es-

timated using traditional system identification techniques.

The modeling performance relies on the choice of the spatial

basis functions. Local spatial basis function (e.g., finite el-

ement bases[7]) will lead to a high-order ODE model, while
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global spatial basis functions (e.g., fourier series[8]), eigen-

functions of the system[1], and basis functions derived from

Karhunen-Love (K-L) decomposition[9] could derive an ac-

curate low-order ODE model, which is suitable for real-time

control. Among these global spatial basis functions, ba-

sis functions derived from K-L decomposition is optimal in

the sense that the model dimension is the lowest given the

desired model accuracy. Thus, K-L decomposition based

black-box modeling is a popular approach for complete un-

known SDSs since K-L decomposition can find the principal

spatial structures from data and lead to an optimal model

dimension.

Using K-L decomposition, a black-box identification

problem of an SDS is transformed into a black-box identifi-

cation problem of a lumped distributed system. Therefore,

traditional system identification techniques can be used to

model the temporal coefficients. For instance, the neural

network[10−12], Volterra[13], Hammerstein[14, 15], Wiener[16],

LS-SVM[17], fuzzy models[18, 19] and ARX[20,21]modeling

approach have been used to model the temporal coefficients

in nonlinear SDSs. However, to obtain a proper accuracy,

the order of Hammerstein, Wiener, and ARX model are

high. In addition, these methods lack systematic solutions

for modeling an SDS.

Since fuzzy system was introduced in 1960s, it has be-

come an active and fruitful research area. During the past

three decades, innovative fuzzy systems such as Takagi-

Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy system and type-2 fuzzy system have

been developed and enriched the area of fuzzy systems. For

instance, Yang et al.[22] developed a T-S fuzzy system for

fault detection. Dahmani et al.[23] proposed a T-S fuzzy

system for detection of impending vehicle rollover. Hassani

et al.[24] developed a robust unknown input fault detection

observers for interval type-2 T-S fuzzy systems with immea-

surable premise variables. In the past decade, a novel fuzzy

system, called 3D fuzzy system[25], was developed for SDSs.

It has the inherent capability to process spatiotemporal dy-

namic systems and can be considered as the special applica-

tion of a type-2 fuzzy system. Initially, 3D fuzzy system is

proposed as a 3D fuzzy logic controller (3D FLC)[25−27] to

cope with control problem of nonlinear SDSs, and has been

successfully applied to tubular reactor, catalytic packed-

bed reactor, and a rapid thermal chemical vapor deposi-

tion (RTCVD) system. However, to date, little research

has been reported on the application of 3D fuzzy system

to modeling problem of an SDS. In [28], 3D fuzzy concept

was used to aggregate multiple models for a nonlinear SDS.

Here, we systematically discuss a 3D fuzzy modeling for an

unknown nonlinear SDS.

Based on the aforementioned points, in this paper, a

novel time/space separation based 3D fuzzy modeling ap-

proach is proposed for an unknown nonlinear SDS. The

main characteristics of this approach is that time/space sep-

aration and time/space reconstruction are naturally fused

into the framework of a 3D fuzzy system with Mamdani

fuzzy rules. Firstly, the K-L decomposition is used to es-

timate spatial basis functions and determine the reduced

dimension of the SDS. Then, the spatial basis functions are

employed to construct the consequent parts of 3D fuzzy

rules. Secondly, the time coefficients are directly obtained

by 3D fuzzy computation of 3D fuzzy input and its opera-

tion on antecedent part of 3D fuzzy rules. Going through

3D fuzzy rule inference, each rule realizes time/space syn-

thesis. Finally, the related parameter of the 3D fuzzy sys-

tem is estimated by particle swarm optimization (PSO) al-

gorithm. The main advantages of this approach consist of

two folds. On the one hand, it fully utilizes the merit of K-L

decomposition, namely, the learned spatial basis functions

represent principle spatial structures with optimal model

dimension. On the other hand, it owns all the strengths

that fuzzy modeling has, such as effective use of the knowl-

edge and experience of experts and operators, to deal with

uncertainty, and linguistic structure of rules helping the un-

derstanding and analysis of the model in a semi-qualitative

manner.

This paper is organized as follows. The modeling

problem and the proposed methodology are described in

Section 2. In Section 3, the 3D fuzzy system is introduced

in detail. The time/space separation based 3D fuzzy mod-

eling is presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains an illus-

trative simulation example. Finally, Section 6 summarizes

the conclusion.

2 Problem description and methodol-

ogy

Consider the nonlinear distributed parameter system in

Fig. 1, u(t) ∈ Rm is the temporal input and y(z, t) ∈
R is the spatio-temporal output, where t is the time

variable, z ∈ Z̄ is the spatial variable, and Z̄ is the

spatial domain. Here, suppose the system is controlled

by the m actuators with implemental temporal signal

u(t) = [u1(t), u2(t), · · · , um(t)] and certain spatial distri-

bution. The output is measured at the P spatial loca-

tions z1, z2, · · · , zp, therefore, let Z̄ = [z1, z2, · · · , zp] and

let y(Z̄, t) = [y(z1, t), y(z2, t), · · · , y(zp, t)] be spatial out-

put. Because of the infinite-dimensionality of the SDS, it

may require an infinite number of actuators and sensors

over the whole space to implement the perfect modeling

and control. Due to practical limitations, a limited number

of actuators and sensors have to be used. The number of

actuators and sensors may depend on the process complex-

ity, the desired accuracy of modeling and control, physical

and cost consideration, etc. The modeling problem is to

identify a spatio-temporal 3D fuzzy model from the input

u(t)L
t=1 and the output y(zi, t)

P,L
i=1,t=1, where L is the time

length. For simplicity, only one spatial-dimensional system

is considered here.

The proposed spatio-temporal modeling methodology is

shown in Fig. 1. Time/Space separation and time/space

synthesis are integrated into a novel 3D fuzzy system frame-

work with Mamdani fuzzy rules. The antecedent sets of 3D

fuzzy rules are used to construct temporal coefficients, and

the consequent sets of 3D fuzzy rules are used to construct

spatial basis functions. In detail, the modeling methodology
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includes two stages. The first stage is 3D fuzzy structure

modeling. The antecedent sets of 3D fuzzy rules consist of

spatial input and output variables and 3D linguistic vari-

ables, and the consequent sets of 3D fuzzy rules consist of

spatial basis functions produced by Karhunen-Love decom-

position. Going through 3D fuzzy rule inference, each rule

realizes time-space synthesis. The second stage is param-

eter identification of 3D fuzzy system. After an operation

of defuzzification, the output of the 3D fuzzy system can

reconstruct the spatio-temporal dynamics of the system.

Fig. 1 Time/Space separation based 3D fuzzy modeling

methodology for nonlinear SDSs

3 3D fuzzy system

3D fuzzy system is a novel fuzzy system with the capabil-

ity to express and cope with spatial information. Different

from the traditional fuzzy system, the 3D fuzzy system is

based on a 3D fuzzy set[25].

3.1 3D fuzzy set

3D fuzzy set is an extension of the traditional fuzzy set

by adding a third coordinate for the spatial information. As

shown in Fig. 2, 3D fuzzy set has three coordinates, the first

is for the universe of discourse of the variable, the second

is for the spatial information[25], and the third is for the

membership degree. Its definition is given as follows.

A 3D fuzzy set defined on the universe of discourse X

and on the one-dimensional space Z̄ is given by

V̄ = (x, z), μV̄ (x,z)| ∀x ∈ X, z ∈ Z̄, 0 ≤ μV̄ (x, z) ≤ 1.

(1)

In essence, 3D fuzzy set extends the capability of a tradi-

tional fuzzy set to express spatial information.

Fig. 2 A three-dimensional fuzzy set

3.2 Configuration of 3D fuzzy system and
its mathematical description

Similar to the traditional fuzzy system, 3D fuzzy system

still consists of fuzzification, rule inference, and defuzzifica-

tion, as shown in Fig. 3. Due to its unique 3D nature, some

detailed operations of the 3D FLC are different from the

traditional one for spatial information expression, process-

ing, and compression.

Assume that the space domain of an SDS is rep-

resented by Z̄ = z1, z2, · · · , zp. spatial input vari-

ables over the space domain are denoted by x(Z̄) =

(x1(Z̄), x2(Z̄), · · · , xm(Z̄)) ∈ Ω ⊂ RP×m, where xs(Z̄)

(s = 1, 2, · · · , m) denotes the s-th spatial input variable,

P denotes sensor number. x(Z̄) over Z̄ is taken as the in-

put variable of the 3D fuzzy system.

1) 3D fuzzifier

3D fuzzifier transforms the crisp spatial input x(Z̄) into

a 3D fuzzy input ĀX as in (2). It is an extension of tradi-

tional fuzzifier with a space dimension, and has two types:

singleton type and non-singleton type[25].

ĀX =
∑

z∈Z̄

∑

x1(z)∈X1

· · ·
∑

xm(z)∈Xm

μĀX
(x1(z), · · · , xm(z), z)

(x1(z), · · · , xm(z))
=

∑

z∈Z̄

∑

x1(z)∈X1

· · ·
∑

xm(z)∈Xm

μX1(x1(z), z) × · · · × μXm(xm(z), z)

(x1(z), · · · , xm(z))
. (2)

In this study, singleton fuzzifier is used for brevity.

2) 3D fuzzy rule inference

3D fuzzy rule inference consists of three operations: spa-

tial information fusion, dimension reduction, and tradi-

tional inference[25]. It can cope with space information with

two functions. The first one is capturing spatial information

and the second one is inferring in a traditional way.

In this study, we consider Mamdani fuzzy rules. Assume

that 3D Mamdani fuzzy rules are designed as in (3).

R̄l : if x1(Z̄) is C̄1l and · · · xs(Z̄) is C̄sl · · ·
and xm(Z̄) is C̄ml then y(z) is Ḡl (3)

where R̄l(l = 1, 2, · · · , N ′) is the l-th 3D fuzzy rule with N ′

representing the rule number of the rule base, C̄sl is a 3D

fuzzy set for the s-th spatial input variable xm(Z̄), Ḡl is a

3D fuzzy set for the output variable y(z), y(zj) ∈ R for any

z ∈ Z̄.

It should be noted that R̄ as in (3) is a general 3D fuzzy

rule for a 3D fuzzy system. If there is no spatial informa-

tion in the consequent set of R̄, i.e., y is Gl, where Gl is

a traditional fuzzy set, the 3D fuzzy system could be used

as a 3D FLC as in [25]. If Ḡl is a singleton type 3D fuzzy

set as shown in Fig. 4, i.e., Ḡl can be represented by a spa-

tial function φl(z), the 3D fuzzy system could be used for

modeling an SDS.

In this study, we employ singleton type 3D fuzzy set for

the output. We rewrite the R̄l as in (4).
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Fig. 3 Structure of 3D fuzzy system

R̄l : if x1(Z̄) is C̄1l and · · · xs(Z̄) is C̄sl · · ·
and xm(Z̄) is C̄ml then y(z) is φl(z). (4)

Then, for each fired rule, a fuzzy relation is formulated as

R̄l : C̄1l × · · · × C̄ml → φl(z). (5)

3D fuzzy input ĀX goes through 3D fuzzy inference en-

gine. In (5), it is assumed that Gaussian type 3D mem-

bership function (MF) is chosen to describe a 3D fuzzy set.

Then, 3D MF of xi(z) is expressed as in (6).

μl
Gi = exp

(
− xi(Z̄ − cl

i(Z̄)

σl
iZ̄

)
(6)

where cl
i(Z̄) = ((cl

i(z1), · · · , (cl
i(zp)))T and σl

i(Z̄) =

(σl
i(z1), · · · , σl

i(zp))
T are the center and the spread of C̄il

in R̄l, cl
i(zj) and σl

i(zj) are the center and the width of C̄il

at z = zj .

And 2D MF of xi(Z̄) at z = zi is given as

μl
Gij = exp

(
−

(xi(zj) − cl
ij

σl
ij

)2

)

where cl
ij = cl

i(zj) and σl
ij = σl

i(zj) are the center and the

spread of μl
Gij , respectively.

Firstly, as for each fuzzy relation, spatial information fu-

sion is executed. A spatially distributed set W l is formu-

lated and its grade of the MF is given as

μW l (z) = μĀx◦(C̄1l×···×C̄sl)
(x(z), z) =

supx1(z)∈X1,··· ,xm(z)∈Xs
[μĀx

(x(z), z) ∗ μC̄1l×···×C̄ml
] =

m∏

i=1

exp

(
−

(xi(z) − cl
i(z)

σl
i(z)

)2
)

(7)

where ∗ denotes t-norm.

Then, dimension reduction operation is carried out. For

instance, if a weighted aggregation dimension reduction[25]

is chosen, we will have a 2D set Xl,

μχl = al
1μW l (z1) + al

2μW l (z2) + · · · + al
pμW l (zp) =

p∑

j=1

al
j

m∏

i=1

exp

(
−

(xi(zj) − cl
ij

σl
ij

)2

)
(8)

where al
j is a weight of μW l (zj) at z = zj(j = 1, · · · , P ).

In the next place, traditional inference operation is car-

ried out. To begin with, implication operation is executed.

For brevity, Mamdani implication is used. As for the fuzzy

relation of Rl, a fuzzy output set is derived as

μV l(z) = μXl ∗ φl(z), z ∈ Z̄ (9)

where ∗ denotes t-norm.

Finally, all the fired rules are combined by the inference

engine. We have a composite output fuzzy set for each fuzzy

relation of R̄l.

V =
N⋃

l=1

V l(l = 1, · · · , N) (10)

where N is the number of fired rules.

Remark 1. Comparing a singleton type 3D fuzzy set

(shown in Fig. 4) with a traditional singleton type fuzzy set

(shown in Fig. 5), we can find that a singleton type 3D fuzzy

set can be represented by a spatial function. As for the rule

R̄l, the singleton type 3D fuzzy set for the output y(z)

can be represented by φl(z). φl(z) could be decided by ex-

pert experience, or be selected as Spline functions, Fourier

series, Legendre polynomials, Jacobi polynomials, Cheby-

shev polynomials, etc. Therefore, φl(z) could be linear type

or nonlinear type, which depends on pratical applications.

In this study, φl(z) is determined by K-L decomposition

method.

Fig. 4 A singleton type 3D fuzzy set
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Fig. 5 A traditional singleton type fuzzy set

3) Defuzzifier

Defuzzifier is used to transform a spatial output fuzzy

set into a crisp spatial output. If a linear defuzzifier[29] is

chosen, the crisp spatial output is given as

y(z) =

N∑

l=1

{
P∑

j=1

al
j

m∏

i=1

μC̄il
(xi(zj))

}
φl(z) =

N∑

l=1

ylφl(z)

(11)

yl =
P∑

j=1

al
j

m∏

i=1

μC̄il
(xi(zj)) (12)

where yl is the firing level of the antecedent set of R̄l.

From (11), we can find that y(z) is a linear combina-

tion of spatial functions φ1(z), · · · , φN (z), where yl is the

weight. To model a nonlinear SDS, spatial functions should

be properly chosen. Once spatial functions are determined,

yl is computed in real-time as in (12).

4 Time/Space separation based 3D

fuzzy modeling

4.1 3D fuzzy structure modeling

The structure of a 3D fuzzy system is mainly represented

by a 3D fuzzy rule as in (13).

R̄l : if y(Z̄, t − 1) is C̄1l and · · · and y(Z̄, t − J) is C̄Jl

and u1(t − 1) is U1l
1 and · · · and u1(t − K) is UKl

1

and · · · and um(t − 1) is U1l
m and · · · and um(t − K)

is UKl
m then y(z, t) is φl(z) (13)

where C̄il (i = 1, 2, · · · , J) is a 3D fuzzy set, Ukl
j (j =

1, · · · , m, k = 1, · · · , K) is a traditional fuzzy set. φl(z)

is a spatial function. In this paper, max(K, J) is defined as

the order of the proposed model.

To construct a 3D fuzzy rule, two folds should be con-

sidered as shown in Fig. 6. One is the antecedent set of

the rule, and the other is the consequent set of the rule.

The consequent set can be represented by a spatial func-

tion φl(z). As for an unknown SDS, φl(z) may be set by

a spatial basis function learned from a K-L decomposition

method. The related theory about K-L decomposition is

given in Appendix A. The number of 3D fuzzy rules is com-

pletely determined by the number of spatial basis functions.

For the selection of dimension, one can further refer to Ap-

pendix B. Therefore, the rest work will focus on how to

construct the antecedent set.

1) Construction of antecedent set

The antecedent set of a 3D fuzzy rule consists of input

variables u(t − 1), u(t − 2), · · · , u(t − K) and the spatial

output variables y(Z̄, t − 1), y(Z̄, t − 2), · · · , y(Z̄, t − K),

where u(t− k) = [u1(t− k), · · · , um(t− k)]T, k = 1, · · · , K,

y(Z̄, t− j) = [y(z1, t− j), · · · , y(zp, t− j)]T, j = 1, 2, · · · , J ,

their linguistic variables Ukl
j for uj(t − k) and C̄il for

y(Z̄, t − j).

In this study, Gaussian MF is chosen to describe a lin-

guistic variable. In other words, C̄il is a 3D Gaussian MF

similar to (6) and is rewritten as

μC̄il
= exp

(
−

( y(Z̄, t − i) − cl
i(Z̄)

σl
i(Z̄)

)2

)
(14)

where cl
i(Z̄) = (cl

i(z1), · · · , cl
i(zp))

T and σl
i(Z̄) =

(σl
i(z1), · · · , σl

i(zp))T are the center and the spread of C̄il

in R̄l, cl
i(zj) and σl

i(zj) are the center and the width of Cil

at z = zi in R̄l. μCil can be regarded as assembly of P

traditional 2D MFs over the spatial domain, each of which

is given by (15).

μC̄il
= exp

(
−

( y(zj, t − i) − cl
ij

σl
ij

)2
)

, j = 1, · · · , P.

(15)

And Ukl
j is a traditional 2D Gaussian MF, represented by

μUkl
j

= exp

(
−

(ui(t − k) − dkl
i

δkl
i

)2
)

(16)

where dkl
i and ζkl

i are the center and the spread of 2D Gaus-

sian MF Ukl
j , respectively.

The related parameters of 3D Gaussian MFs and tra-

ditional 2D Gaussian MFs, i.e., centers and spreads, will

be determined by parameter identification in the following

subsection.

2) Derivation of firing level of a 3D fuzzy rule

Once the rule structure is determined, we can derive a

nonlinear mathematical expression for each rule.

Different from (4), the antecedent set of a 3D fuzzy rule

contains spatial variables and non-spatial variables. Thus,

the derivation of firing level for a 3D fuzzy rule is divided

into two parts.

The first part corresponding to (y(Z̄, t −
1) is C̄1l and · · · and y(Z̄, t − J) is C̄Jl) as shown in

Fig. 6. Since it is a 3D antecedent set, the derivation will

completely follow the computation in Section 3. When spa-

tial output variables y(Z̄, t − 1), · · · , y(Z̄, t − J) go through

singleton fuzzification, spatial information fusion, and di-

mension reduction, we have

ζl
y(t) =

P∑

j=1

al
j

J∏

i=1

exp

(
−

( y(zj , t − i) − cl
ij

σl
ij

)2
)

. (17)

The second part corresponding to ( u1(t −
1) is U1l

1 and · · · and um(t − K) is UKl
m ) is shown in Fig. 6.

Because it is a traditional antecedent set, the derivation

adheres to the traditional way. Therefore, the firing level

of the second part is given by
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Fig. 6 Sketch of 3D fuzzy structure modeling

ζl
y(t) =

m∏

i=1

K∏

k=1

exp

(
−

(ui(t − k) − dkl
i

δkl
i

)2
)

. (18)

Consequently, the overall firing level of the 3D fuzzy rule

as in (13) is the product of ζl
y(t) and ζl

u(t), i.e.,

ζl(t) = ζl
y(t) × ζl

u(t) =

P∑

j=1

al
j

J∏

i=1

exp

(
−

(y(zj , t − i) − cl
ij

σl
ij

)2

)
=

m∏

i=1

K∏

k=1

exp

(
−

(ui(t − k) − dkl
i

δkl
i

)2
)

. (19)

Via traditional inference and linear fuzzification, i.e., in-

tegrating the antecedent set and consequent set, we have

ŷ(z, t) =
N∑

l=1

ŷl(z, t) =
N∑

l=1

ζl(t)φl(z). (20)

3) Correction

For each 3D fuzzy rule R̄l, after the operations of 3D

fuzzification, spatial information fusion, and dimension re-

duction, the firing level ζl(t) = ζl
y(t)×ζl

u(t) can be obtained.

Since 0 < ζl
y(t) ≤ P and 0 < ζl

u(t) ≤ 1, ζl(t) is a value be-

longing to [0, 1]. As for a nonlinear unknown SDS, after

time/space separation, the temporal coefficients should be

a real number in [−∞, +∞]. Therefore, it is necessary to

correct the original firing level. In this study, we realize the

correction function by adding a negative number ql to the

firing level and then scaling the firing level with a positive

number wl, which is shown in (21).

yl(t) = (ζl(t) + ql) × wl. (21)

The function of correction is depicted in Fig. 7. The orig-

inal firing level is a value belonging to [0, P ] as shown in

Fig. 7 (a). After adding a negative number ql, the firing level

has a translation along the Y -axis as shown in Fig. 7 (b).

After further scaling the firing level with a positive number

wl, the firing level becomes a real number in [−∞, +∞] as

shown in Fig. 7 (c).

4.2 Parameter identification

As described in Section 4.1, Gaussian type MFs are used

for linguistic variable in (13). It is assumed that N spatial

Fig. 7 Function of correction

basis functions are learned from K-L decomposition, i.e., N

3D fuzzy rules will be established. In this study, for brevity

and simplicity, let J = 1 and K = 1. The unknown pa-

rameters can be estimated by minimizing the following cost

function:

min

P∑

i=1

L∑

t=1

| y(zi, t) − ŷ(zi, t) |2 (22)

where

ŷ(z, t) =
N∑

l=1

ŷl(t) × φ̂l(z) =
N∑

l=1

wl×
{(

P∑

j=1

al
j exp

(
−

( y(zj, t − 1) − cl
1j

σl
1j

)2
)
×

m∏

i=1

exp

(
−

(ui(t − 1) − d1l
i

ζ1l
i

)2

)
+ ql

) }
×

φ̂l(z) (23)

where φ̂l(z) is learned spatial basis function by K-L decom-

position, ŷl(t) is estimated temporal coefficient by 3D fuzzy

system.

From (23), it can be seen that as for the i-th rule, the pa-

rameters including cl
11, · · · , cl

1P , σl
11, · · · , σl

1P , al
1, · · · , al

P ,

d1l
1 , · · · , d1l

m, ζ1l
1 , · · · , ζ1l

m, wl and ql, will be estimated.

Therefore, (3 × P + 2 × m + 2) × N parameters will be

identified.

Because the number of the parameters is large, intelligent

algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA)[30, 31] and parti-

cle swarm optimization (PSO)[32, 33] become better choices

to parameter estimation. In this study, PSO is employed,

due to its advantages of simplicity and global optimization.

PSO, inspired by the behavior of birds foraging, was first

proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. It is one of the

revolutionizing algorithms. Compared with GA, its rules

are simple and easy to implement. In addition, PSO is an
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algorithm with high accuracy and fast convergence. In PSO

algorithm, one possible solution is one particle, the perfor-

mance of every particle is evaluated by the fitness function,

the better solution can be acquired by iteration from the

initial particles. In this study, the motion equation of one

particle is given as

vn[ ] = w × vn−1[ ] + c1 × rand( ) × (pbestn−1[ ]−
presentn−1[ ]) + c2 × rand( ) × (gbestn−1[ ]−
presentn−1[ ])

presentn[ ] = presentn−1[ ] + vn[ ] (24)

where w is the weight coefficient, c1 and c2 are the learning

factors, vn−1, pbestn−1[ ], presentn−1[ ] and gbestn−1[ ]

are the speed matrix, the best position of the particle, the

current position, the best position of the particle swarm

at the (n − 1)-th iteration, respectively. w, c1 and c2 are

usually set as 0.825, 2 and 2, respectively.

5 Case study

5.1 A RTCVD system

A three-zone RTCVD reactor located at the North Car-

olina State University Center for advanced electronic ma-

terials processing[34, 35] is taken as an example. A diagram

of the RTCVD system is shown in Fig. 8. The furnace is

designed so that the central-lamp-bank A heats the total

area of the wafer, and bank B mainly heats the wafer edge

to compensate for the extensive heat loss that occurs from

the edge. Lamp bank C heats the wafer in a nearly uni-

form manner and so can be used as a coarse adjustment to

the average wafer temperature. The wafer is rotated while

heated for azimuthal temperature uniformity. The primary

bell jar component of the chamber is made of quartz glass.

A stainless steel ring directs air from a blower vertically

upward along the cylinder from the quartz base to reduce

chamber heating. A 10% silane feed in inert gas enters the

reactor from the top. The silane decomposes to silicon and

hydrogen. The goal of the process is the uniform deposition

of a 0.5 μm film of polysilicon on the wafer. Polysilicon de-

position occurs at temperatures of approximately 800 K or

higher and the heating of the wafer is accomplished by con-

trolling the power to the three zones of lamp banks. Since

the uniformity of polysilicon film is directly influenced by

the uniformity of wafer temperature, the control target of

this process is to make the wafer temperature quickly arrive

at the reference temperature and maintain the uniformity

as good as possible.

In this system, heat transfer to the gaseous phase from

the wafer is negligible because of the relatively low op-

erating pressure. The temperature rise generated by the

heat of the polysilicon deposition reaction was small rela-

tive to wafer conduction and radiation. The temperature

difference between the top and bottom wafer surfaces is

small. Because the wafer is slowly rotated during process-

ing, temperature variations in the azimuthal direction are

minimized leaving only temperature variations in the radial

direction. Under these observations and assumptions, a di-

mensionless model[35] is provided to describe wafer thermal

dynamics as in (25) and (26)

∂T ′
r

∂t′
= k0(

1

r′
∂T ′

r

∂r′
+

∂2T ′
r

∂r′ 2
) + σ0(1 − T ′ 4

r )+

ωrqa(r′)ua + ωrqb(r
′)ub + ωrqc(r

′)uc (25)

subject to the boundary condition

∂T ′
r

∂r
= σed(1 − T ′ 4

r ) +ed ub when r′ = 1

∂T ′
r

∂r
= 0 when r′ = 0 (26)

where T ′
r = Tr

Tamb
denotes dimensionless wafer temperature,

Tr denotes the actual wafer temperature and Tamb = 300 K

denotes ambient temperature. r′ = r
Rw

denotes the dimen-

sionless radial position of the wafer, r denotes the actual

radial position of the wafer, and Rw = 7.6 cm denotes the

wafer radius. t′ = t
τ

denotes dimensionless time, t denotes

the actual time, and τ = 2.9 s denotes residence time of

upper chamber. qa(r′), qb(r
′) and qc(r

′) denote the radiant

energy flux at the radial position r′ from the lamp banks

A, B and C to the wafer, respectively (the radiant energy

flux distributions from the individual lamp banks are de-

picted in Fig. 9). ua, ub and uc denote the percentage of

the lamp power that is used for the lamp banks A, B and

C, respectively.

Fig. 8 Structure of a RTCVD system

The values of the process parameters are given below.

k0 = 0.002 1, σ0 = 0.001 2, σed = 0.003 7

qed = 4.02 2, ωr = 0.025 6.

From (25) and (26), we can find that the wafer tempera-

ture is a variable varying with time and space. ua, ub and

uc are the manipulated variables. There are 11 temperature

sensors uniformly located along the radius.
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Fig. 9 Radiation flux distribution of three-zone heating lamp

banks

5.2 Modeling

To acquire sufficiently rich information from the system,

white noise signals, with values less than 10% steady state

values, are added as perturbation signals to the manipu-

lated variables ua, ub and uc. Therefore, the manipulated

variables with perturbation signals are given as below.

ua(t) = 0.202 8 + 0.1 × 0.202 8 × rand( )×
sgn(rand( ) − 0.5)

ub(t) = 0.100 8 + 0.1 × 0.100 8 × rand ( )×
sgn(rand( ) − 0.5)

uc(t) = 0.224 5 + 0.1 × 0.224 5 × rand ( )×
sgn(rand( ) − 0.5). (27)

In this study, the method of line[36] is used to solve the

PDE. Firstly, the PDE is discretizd on 61 spatial points.

Then, the PDE can be transformed into 61 ODEs. Finally,

these ODEs are numerically solved using standard ODE

solver(ode15 s in Matlab).

The sample interval is 0.5 s, the simulation duration is

7 000 s. The measured temperature y(z, t) = T (z, t) is

shown in Fig. 10. 10 000 samples are randomly selected from

the 14 000 samples to train the model, and the rest samples

are used to test.

Fig. 10 Measured process output (temperature)

Firstly, the K-L decomposition method is used to learn

the spatial basis functions φ1(z), · · · , φN(z). Via interpo-

lating the spatial basis functions, we can predict the spatial

positions where no sensors are installed. In this paper, the

first six spatial basis functions shown in Fig. 11 are chosen

as the consequent parts of the 3D fuzzy rules. Then, the

antecedent parts of the 3D fuzzy rules are established as

in Section 4.1, where J = 1 and K = 1. At last, the cor-

responding parameters in the antecedent parts of the 3D

fuzzy rules are estimated by PSO algorithm. The number

of particles is set as 20. Let PSi be the i-th particle.

Fig. 11 Six spatial basis functions from K-L decomposition

Then,

PSi = [ci, σi, ai, di, ζi, wi, qi] (28)

where

ci = [c1, · · · , c6], cl = [cl
1, · · · , cl

11]

σi = [σ1, · · · , σ6], σl = [σl
1,1, · · · , σl

1,11]

ai = [a1, · · · , a6], al = [al
1, · · · , al

11], al
j = 1

di = [d1, · · · , d6], dl = [d1l
1 , d1l

2 , d1l
3 ]

ζi = [ζ1, · · · , ζ6], ζl = [ζ1l
1 , ζ1l

2 , ζ1l
3 ]

wi = [w1, · · · , w6]

l = 1, · · · , 6; j = 1, · · · , 11.

The initialization of the particle swarm is important to

obtain the good result. In this study, the initial parameters

of the 10th particle PS10 are firstly given as

c10 = [c1, · · · , c6], cl = [cl
1, · · · , cl

11], cl
1j = 1000

σ10 = [σ1, · · · , σ6], σl = [σl
1,1, · · · , σl

1,11]

σl
1,j = [ max

t∈[1,··· ,L]
y(z, t) − min

t∈[1,··· ,L]
y(z, t)]2
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a10 = [a1, · · · , a6], al = [al
1, · · · , al

11], al
j = 1

d10 = [d1, · · · , d6], dl = [d1l
1 , d1l

2 , d1l
3 ] =

[0.202 8, 0.100 8, 0.224 5]

ζ10 = [ζ1, · · · , ζ6], ζl = [ζ1l
1 , ζ1l

2 , ζ1l
3 ] = [60, 60, 60]

wi = [1 000, 1 000, 100, 10, 10, 10]

qi = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]; l = 1, · · · , 6, j = 1, · · · , 11.

Then, the others are initialized based on PS10. The par-

ticle PSj(j = 1, · · · , 9) can be initialized by PS10 × (10 −
j)×0.1 and the particle PSj(j = 1, · · · , 9) can be initialized

by PS10 × (j − 10) × 0.1.

The predicted process output on training data is shown

in Fig. 12, and the corresponding predicted error is shown

in Fig. 13. The predicted process output on test data is

shown in Fig. 14, and the corresponding predicted error is

shown in Fig. 15.

5.3 Comparison

As a comparison, a Hammerstein-Wiener based K-L

modeling method (abbreviated as HW-KL) is introduced

Fig. 12 Predicted process output of KL-3D model on training

data

Fig. 13 Predicted process error of the KL-3D model on training

data

Fig. 14 Predicted process output of the KL-3D model on testing

data

Fig. 15 Predicted process error of the KL-3D mode on testing

data

in this study. Firstly, K-L decomposition method is used to

estimate the spatial basis functions and reduce the prob-

lem dimension. Then, the Hammerstein-Wiener model

(shown in Fig. 16) using the Matlab system identification

toolbox[37] is identified from the low dimensional tempo-

ral coefficients. Figs. 17 and 18 show its prediction er-

ror on the training data and the testing data, respec-

tively. The performance indexes, including the relative L2-

norm error RLNE(t)=
[
∫

e(x,t)2dx]
1
2

[
∫

y(x,t)2dx]
1
2

in Figs. 19 and 20, the

temporal normalized absolute error TNAE(x)=
∑ | e(x,t) |∑

Δt
in

Figs. 21 and 22, and the root of the mean squared error

RMSE=
[ ∫ ∑

e(x,t)2dx

(
∫

dx
∑

Δt)

]
in Table 1, show that the proposed

modeling method outweighs HW-KL method.

Fig. 16 Structure of Hammerstein-Wiener model
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Fig. 17 Predicted process error of the WH-KL model on train-

ing data

Fig. 18 Predicted process error of the WH-KL model on testing

data

Fig. 19 RLNE (t) (%) of the proposed KL-3D model and the

WH-KL model on the training data

Fig. 20 RLNE (t) (%) of the proposed KL-3D model and the

WH-KL model on the testing data

Fig. 21 TNAE (z) of the proposed KL-3D model and the WH-

KL model on the training data

Table 1 RMSE of the proposed KL-3D model and the WH-KL

model on the training data and testing data

Model KL-3D model HW model

Training data 0.009 8 0.022 0

Testing data 0.009 7 0.059 5

Fig. 22 TNAE (z) of the proposed KL-3D model and the WH-

KL model on the testing data
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6 Conclusions

The spatio-temporal modeling for an unknown nonlin-

ear SDS is necessary for various applications (e.g., con-

trol design and prediction). In this paper, a data-based

spatio-temporal modeling method was proposed. Firstly, a

3D fuzzy system was introduced, which combined the ad-

vantages of express and process spatial information, rule

based structure, and utilization of the knowledge and expe-

rience of experts and operators. Then, time/space separa-

tion based 3D fuzzy modeling methodology was developed.

With the help of K-L decomposition, the consequent part of

a 3D fuzzy system was constructed. The antecedent sets of

3D fuzzy rules were used to establish temporal coefficients.

The 3D fuzzy inference realized the time/space synthesis.

Simulations were presented to illustrate the effectiveness of

this modeling method and its potential for a wide range of

SDSs.

Appendix A

Theory of K-L decomposition

The development of K-L decomposition (also known

as principal component analysis) is motivated by the

Fourier series with the assumption that the process out-

puts y(zi, t)
P,L
i=1,t=1, where P denotes the number of sensors

and L denotes the time length, can be described as

y(z, t) =
∞∑

i=1

yi(t)φi(z) (A1)

where the spatial basis functions φi(z)(i = 1, 2, · · · ) are or-

thonormal.

In practical application, an infinite-dimensional model

cannot be used directly for the control design. Thus, it has

to be truncated to a finite dimension as

yn(z, t) =

n∑

i=1

yi(t)φi(z) (A2)

where n is the n-th order approximation.

K-L decomposition can obtain the optimal basis from the

outputs of the process. For simplicity, it is assumed that

the outputs are sampled uniformly in time and space. To

determine the spatial basis function φi(z) and the temporal

coefficient yi(t), some definitions are given below.

1) Ensemble average

〈f(z, t)〉 =
1

L

∑

t=1

Lf(z, t) (A3)

2) Inner product

(f(z), g(z)) =

∫

Ω

f(z)g(z)dz (A4)

3) 2-norm

|| f(z) || = (f(z), f(z))
1
2 . (A5)

Thus, the temporal coefficients yi(t) can be obtained by the

equation as

yi(t) = (φi(z), y(z, t)), i = 1, · · · , n. (A6)

Consequently, the crucial problem of K-L decomposition

is how to calculate the spatial basis functions φi(z)(z =

1, 2, · · · ) from these process outputs y(zi, t)
P,L
i=1,t=1. In prac-

tical implementation, two methods could be used. One is

spatial correlation method. The other is temporal correla-

tion method.

Spatial correlation method

The spatial basis functions φi(z) can be considered as

a set of functions that minimizes the following objective

function:

min
φl(z)

〈 || y(z, t) − yn(z, t ||2 〉 (A7)

subject to (φi, φi) = 1, i = 1, · · · , n.

The constraint (φi, φi) = 1 is imposed to ensure that the

spatial basis functions are orthonormal. The Lagrangian

function corresponding to this constrained optimization

problem is

J = 〈 || y(z, t) − yn(z, t) ||2 〉 +
n∑

i=1

λi((φi, φi) − 1) (A8)

and the necessary condition of this optimal problem can be

given as
∫

Ω

R(z, ζ)φi(ζ)dζ = λiφi(z),

(φi, φi) = 1, i = 1, · · · , n (A9)

where R(z, ζ) = 〈y(z, t)y(ζ, t)〉, φi(z) is the i-th eigenfunc-

tion, and λi is the corresponding eigenvalue. R(z, ζ) is sym-

metric and positive semidefinite, therefore, the computed

eigenfunctions are orthonormal.

In practice, the data are discrete, hence, (A9) has to be

solved with numerical integration, which will lead to an

N × N matrix eigenvalue problem. N eigenfunctions can

be estimated at N sampled spatial locations. One can in-

terpolate the eigenfunctions to locations where the data are

not available.

Temporal correlation method

When L is less than N , there is a computationally ef-

ficient way to obtain the spatial basis functions. Use the

following equation to replace the φi(z):

φi(z) =
L∑

t=1

γity(z, t). (A10)

Substituting above equation into (A8) gives the following

eigenvalue problem:

∫

Ω

1

L

L∑

i=1

y(z, t)y(ζ, t)
L∑

k=1

γiky(ζ, k)dζ = λi

L∑

t=1

γity(z, t).

(A11)

Define the temporal two-point correlation matrix as C.

C is an L × L matrix, whose element at the t-th row and
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column is given in (A12).

Ctk =
1

L

∫

Ω

y(ζ, t)y(ζ, k)dζ. (A12)

Therefore, (A9) can be rewritten as

Cγi = λiγi (A13)

where γi = [γi1, · · · , γiL] denotes the i-th eigenvector.

Compared with spatial correlation method, the tempo-

ral correlation method gives an L × L matrix eigenvalue

problem. Since C is symmetric positive semi-definite, the

L eigenvectors are orthogonal to each other. The eigenvec-

tors can be used in (A10) after normalization to construct

the spatial basis functions.

Appendix B

Selection of dimension in K-L decomposition

Based on Appendix A, the eigenvalues are arranged as

λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λK and the corresponding eigenfunctions

are φ1(z), φ2(z) · · ·φK(z). In general, an expansion in terms

of only the first few temporal coefficients can be used to

represent the dominant dynamics of many spatio-temporal

systems.

yn(z, t) =
n∑

i=1

yi(t)φi(z). (B1)

The eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenvalue is

regarded as the most “energetic”. The total “energy” is de-

fined as the sum of the eigenvalues. For each eigenfunction,

an energy percentage is computed as in (B2)

Ei =
λi

K∑
j=1

λj

. (B2)

In general, the number of eigenfunctions that captures 99%

of the system energy is used to determine the value of n.
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